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When a thin cylindrical shell of uniform thickness is 
very rapidly heated by hot high-pressure gas flowing inside 
the shell, the temperature of material decreases steeply 
from a high temperature at the inside surface to ambient 
temperatures at the outside surface. Young's modu
lus of material thus varies. The purpose of the present 
paper is to reduce the problem of stress analysis of such a 
cylinder to an equivalent problem in conventional cylindri
cal shell without temperature gradient in the wall. The 
equivalence concept is expressed as a series of relations be
tween the quantities for the hot cylinder and the quanti
ties for the cold cylinder. These relations give the similar
ity law whereby strains for the hot cylinder can be simply 
deduced from measured strains on the cold cylinder and 
thus greatly simplify the problem of experimental stress 
analysis. 

THE cylinder of a solid propellant rocket is sub
jected to very rapid heating during its short dura

tion of operation. The temperature distribution across 
the thin cylindrical wall, although approximately the 
same in every section, is not linear. This condition is 
most severe at the end of the combustion of the pro
pellant grain. From the point of view of a materials 
engineer, this case is distinguished from others by the 
time rate of heating, which is so large as to not allow 
sufficient time for appreciable change in the structure 
of the material. The strength of the wall material 
under this operating condition is quite different from 
that under slow heating. This fact is clearly and con
clusively shown by R. L. Noland in a recent paper 
(1).4 From the point of view of a stress analyst, the 
rational design of a solid propellant rocket cylinder is 
thus complicated by the very large thermal stress and 
variable Young's modulus of the material across the 
wall as a result of the large temperature gradient. 
Further!llore, experimental stress determination under 
actual firing tests is rather difficult due to the short test 
time available and the high temperature. 

It is believed that for these reasons the only case 
which has been analyzed by reliable rational method is 
the case of rocket cylinder under uniform internal pres
sure. The bending stresses due to canted nozzles, the 
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stresses due to end enclosures, mounting lugs, etc., are 
only estimated by very rough methods. The purpose 
of this paper is to improve this situation by suggesting 
an approach which will reduce the general stress prob
lemof hot cylinder to a problem of an equivalent cold 
cylinder. The equivalent problem can then be solved 
either analytically by the conventional method or di
rectly by experimental stress determination. In either 
choice, the problem is believed to be greatly simplified. 
This law of equivalence between hot cylinder and cold 
cylinder can be called the similarity law. 

Stresses and Strains of a Thin-Walled Cylinder 

The fact that the thickness of the cylinder is small in 
comparison to its radius and length allows a great sim
plification in the strain analysis. To wit, the deforma
tion of every point of the cylinder can be described suf
ficiently accurately by the displacements of the points 
on a single surface within the wall of the cylinder. This 
surface is the so-called median surface. The position 
of the median surface is so determined that a bending of 
the median surface will not induce net extensional forces 
in the plane of the median surface, across the thickness 
of the wall. When Young's modulus is a constant, 
as is the case for a cold cylinder, the median surface lies 
midway between the outer and the inner boundary sur
faces of the cylinder. When Young's modulus is 
not a constant but decreases with increase in tempera
ture, the median surface is displaced toward the cold 
side, as will be seen presently. 

Let x, e, z be the coordinate system with origin on 
the cylindrical median surface such that x points in 
the axial direction of the cylinder, e is in the circumfer
ential direction, measured on the median surface, and 
z is normal to the median surface, pointing toward the 
axis of the cylinder. Let U, V, and W be displacements 
of a point (x, e) on the median surface in the directions 
x, e, and z, respectively. They are thus functions of x 
and e; but not of z. Then the above-mentioned fun
damental simplification of thin shells can be stated as 
follows: If the direct strains in the x and e directions 
are ex and eo, and the shear strain 'Y xo, then 

oU 02W 
= ox - Z ox2 

1 oV W Z (OV 02W) 
= R oIJ - [[ - [[2 ~ + 011 2 ... [1] 

OY +!.- 9.!:!. _ 2 !.. (0 2 W + 0 V) 
ox R 00 R oxOO ox 
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where R is the radius of the median cylindrical surface, 
or the "radius of the cylinder." This result is some
times described as the Kirchhoff bending assumption: 
Plane normal to the median surface before bending re
mains so after bending. 

The significant stresses in a thin shell are the direct 
stresses (l x and (l e in x and e, and the shear stress T xe. 

All other stresses are small in comparison to these three. 
N ow let T be the temperature of wall above a reference 
temperature, say the room temperature. T is assumed 
to be only a function of thickness ordinate z, but not of 
x and e. Thus the heating of the cylinder is assumed 
to be uniform over the entire surface of the cylinder. 
This is generally very closely approximated in reality. 
If a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, the thermal 
expansion strain is then aT. By Hooke's law one has 

1 
ex E (ux - vUe) + aT 

1 E (uo - vux) + aT ............ [2] 

2(1 + v) 
'Yxo E TxO 

where E is Young's modulus, and v is Poisson's ratio. 
E is, of course, a function of temperature or a function 
of z. v, however, will be assumed to be constant for 
lack of definite information. By solving for the stresses, 
one obtains from Equation [2], 

/~Z~2 {(ex + vee) - (1 + v)",T(z)} 

/~Z~2 {(ee + vex) - (1 + v)aT(z)} .... [3] 

E(z) 
2(1 + v) 'Yxe 

For thin-walled cylinders, the equilibrium equations 
are expressed in terms of "sectional averages" of the 
stresses given in Equation [3]. That is, one speaks of 
the normal forces N x and N e, the shearing force N xO, the 
bending moments M x, Me, and the twisting moment 
M xO' They are related to (lx, (le, and TxO by the following 
equations 

N. 

M xe = - f T xezdz 

[5] 

The integrals in the above equations all extend across 
the thickness of the wall. By substituting Equations 
[1] and [3] into Equations [4] and [5], one has for ex
ample 

N = Do (OU + -"- oV _ v W) _ 
x ox RoO R 

(
02W V oV V 02W) N 

D, ox2 + R2 bO + R2 b02 . - T 

and 

-M = D, (OU + -"- oV _ v W) 
x ox RoO R 

(
02W V oV V 02W) 

D, ox2 + R' Z5i + R' 00' - M T 

where 
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and 

Do 
1 

1 _ v' f E(z)dz 

1 
1 _ v' f E(z)zdz 

............. [6] 
Dr 

1 ' 
D, = -- f E(z)z'dz, .... , ..... , , .. [7] 

1 - v' 

NT = -"'- f E(z)T(z)dz ............ [8] 
1 - v 

MT = _01._ f E(z)T(z)zdz.,.".",.,,[9] 
1 - v 

The integrals again extend across the thickness of the 
wall. It is evident from the above expressions for 
N x and Mx that considerable simplification can be 
achieved by choosing the median surface in such a way 
that 

1 
Dr = --- f E(z)zdz = 0, .......... [10] 

1 - v' 

This is actually the condition to locate the median sur
face. Since Young's modulus E decreases with in
crease in temperature, it is seen from Equation [10] 
that the median surface is nearer to the cold boundary 
surface than to the hot boundary surface. For a rocket 
cylinder, hot inside but cold outside, the median sur
face is near to the outside surface. With this choice of 
the median surface, the forces and the moments are re
lated to the displacements by the following simpler 
equations: 

(
OU v oV W) 

N x = Do ox + R bO - v R - NT, 

(
10V W aU) 

Ne=Do RbO- R +vi)X -NT .... ' [11] 

1 - v (OV IOU) 
Nxe = -2- Do ox + R1ii 

(
O'W V o'W v OV) 

M x = D2 ox' + R' 002 + R' bO + M T, 

(
1 02W 1 oV O'W) 

M 0 = D, R' ~ + R' Z5i + V ox2 + M T .,. [12] 

(
1 o'W 1 OV) 

Mxo = (1 - v)D2 R' oxOO + R' ox 

It is worthwhile to point out two facts: Firstly, the 
choice of reference temperature is quite arbitrary. 
Changing the reference temperature will change the 
value of NT, Equation [8]. But a corresponding ad
justment in the normal strain will leave the normal 
forces N x, No given by Equation [11] unchanged. 
Therefore the physical problem is quite independent of 
the choice of reference temperature. M T is independent 
of the reference temperature due to Equation [10]. 
Secondly, the present system of equations reduces to 
those of the conventional thin shell theory if tempera
ture gradient is absent, or if Young's modulus is 
independent of the temperature of material. In that 
case the median surface is midway between the bound
ary surfaces, and D2 is simply the usual flexural rigidity 
of the shell. 
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NondiInensional Quantities and Equations of 
Equilibriulll 

It is useful to introduce nondimensional quantities 
by taking R as the reference length. Thus 

~ = x/R ............... ...... [13] 

u = U/R, v = VIR, w = W/R .................. [14] 

n~ = Nx/Do, no = No/Do, nl;o = Nxo/Do, 
nT = NT/Do . .... [15] 

and 

ml; = MxR/D2, ml;o = MxoR / D2' 
M T = M TR/D2 . .. [16] 

Therefore Equations [11] and [12] become now 

i)u i)v 
nl; = i)~ + v biJ - vW - nT, 

i)u 
w + v i)~ - nT .. [17] 

1 - v (i)V i)u) 
nl;o = -2- ~ + i)1I 

and 

i)'w i)'w i)v 
ml; = i)~2 + v i)1I2 + v i58 + mT, 

i)'w i)v i)'w 
me = i)1J' + biJ + v i)~' + mT .. [18] 

ml;o = (1 - v) G;~II + ~) 
The equations of equilibrium in terms of forces and 

moments are here exactly the same as the conventional 
theory (2). The only innovation is to write them in 
nondimensional form. For this purpose, one has to 
define the nondimensional quantities q~, qo, and p of the 
dimensional sectional shearing forces Qx, Qo and normal 
pressure loading P, against z-direction as follows: 

ql; = Qx/Do qo = Qo/Do p = PR/Do ...... [19] 

Then the equilibrium equations of forces are 

i)n~ i)nl;o i)'w (i)V i)'w ) 
~ + --so - ql; OF - qo ~ + i)~i)1I -

i)'v ( i)'v i)w) 
nl;o i)e - no i)~i)1I - i)~ =0 

i)nl;o Ono (i)V i)'w ) 
~ + ?i8 - ql; ~ + i)~i)1I -

( 
i)v i)'w) i)'v ( i)'v ow) 

qo 1 + i)1I + i)1I' + nl; i)~' + nl;o i)~i)1I - i)~ 
.. [20] 

=0 

i)ql; i)qo (i)V i)2w ) i)'w 
i)~ + i)1I + 2nl;o ~ + i)~i)1I + nl; OF + 

no (1 + ~ + ~:~) =p 
J 

The equations for the equilibrium of moments are 

i)ml;O i)mo i)'v ( i)'v i)w) 
bf" + To + ml; i)e + ml;O i)~i)1I - i)f + {3qo = 0 

i)ml; i)m~o i)'v ( i)'v i)w) 
- ~ - To + ml;O OF + mo. i)~i)1J - i)~ 

.. [21] 

where 
{3 = R'Do/D •.. ................. [22] 

{3 is thus a quantity of the order of (R/b)2, b the thick
ness of the wall. There are eleven individual equations 
in the system of Equations [17], [18], [20], and [2l}. 
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With specified loading p, there are also eleven un
knowns, u, v, W, nl;, no, nEO, m~, mo, ml;o, ql; and qo. The 
system of equations is thus complete. 

Infinite Cylinder Under Uniforlll Internal 
Pressure 

The simplest special case in the present general prob
lem is the case of very long cylinder under uniform in
ternal pressure. If the rocket cylinder is long in com
parison with its diameter, the actual stress system dur
ing operation is approximated by this idealized simple 
case. In this problem of infinitely long uniformly 
loaded cylinder, the forces nl;, no, and moments m~, mo 

are constants independent of ~ and (J. The shearing 
force nl;o and the twisting moment ml;o vanish. U IS 

. I au . 
proportlOna to ~ or a~ IS a constant, say kl . v van-

ishes. W is a constant, and is negative in the present 
coordinate system, say - k2• Then Equations [17], 
[18], and [20] give 

nl;° = k, + Vk2 - nT! 
noo = vk, + k2 - nT ............... [23] 

ml;,° = moo = mT 

where the superscript 0 denote the quantities in the 
present simple stress system. When the temperature 
distribution and the material properties are specified, 
Equation [23] gives the strains kl and k2 in terms of the 
internal pressure p, and the axial load n~. If the axial 
load is produced by the same internal pressure, then it 
can easily be shown that 

-
n~o = pO/2 ... ................. [24] 

It is of interest to note that the bending moment ml; 

and mo are equal to mT and are independent of the con
ditions of loading. 

By solving Equation [23] for kl and k2, one has 

1 1 
k, = ~- (n ° - vpO) + -- nT 

1 - v' I; 1 + v 

1 1 k2 = -- (pO - vn 0) + -- nT 
1 - p' I; 1 + v 

....... [25] 

If the design condition is the maximum strain of the 
material, then Equation [25] gives the criterion directly 
from the pressure and temperature loading. 

Linearized Theory for General Secondary Loading 

As stated in the previous section, the actual stress 
system in a rocket chamber is approximately that of 
infinitely long cylinder under uniform internal pres
sure. This stress system can be called the primary 
stresses. The deviations from the primary stress system 
are results of bending due to canted nozzle, to end en
closures, to mounting lugs, etc. These additional 
stresses or the secondary stresses are, however, only a 
fraction of the primary stresses. Therefore it is justified 
to consider the second order terms of additional stresses 
and deformations as small in comparison to the first 
order terms, and thus negligible. In other words, 
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v = V' 

ni; = ni;° + ni;' nO = pO + no' 

mi; = mT + m{ mo = mT + mo' 

and 

w = -k2 + w' 

nl;o = nl;o' 

1ni;O = mi;O' 

p = pO + p' 

.. [26] 

where k1 and k2 are given by Equation [25]. The 
primed quantities are then the secondary deformations 
and the secondary stresses, they are considered to be 
small in comparison to the primary deformations and 
stresses. From Equations [17] and [18], one has the 
following relations between the deformations and the 
stresses, 
,au' , ov' 

nl; = o~ - pW + p 00 ' 
, ou' , on' I 

no = P ()f - w + ()f' 
, 1 - P (ov' OU') 

ni;o = - 2 - &f + 00 

and 
. [27] 

02W' 02W' OV' 
m/ = &f2 + P 002 + P - 00' 

02W' 02W' OU' 
mo' = P ~ + 602 + 00' 

ml;O' = (1 - p) (~~~~ + ~~') 
By Sli bs~ituting Equation [26] into the equilibrium' 

equations, E.:tuations [20], and dropping out the second 
order terms of the primed quantities, a system of lin
earized equations is obtained. This system can be 
further reduced by substituting the q/ and qe' obtained 
from the last two equations of bending moment equilib
rium into the third equation. The final result is the 
following system of three equations: The first is the 
equilibrium of forces in the axial direction; the second 
is the equilibrium of forces in the circumferential di
rection; and the third is the equilibrium of forces in 
the radial direction: 

02U' 1 - P 02U' 1 + P 02V' oW' 
-~ + -- ._- + - - --- - P - = 0 
oe 2 002 2 0~00 o~ 

02V' 1 - P 02V' 1 + P 02U' oW' 
002 + -2- &12- + -2- 0~00 - bf = 0 

and .. [28] 

04W' o'w' 02W' (OW' ov') 
~ + 2 b~2002 + ~ - {3 P -of - w' + "00 

( 
mT) 02W' 02W' - {3p' + {3 ni;° - - ~- + {3pO -

{3 oe 002 

These equations have been simplified on the basis that 
{3 is a large quantity of the order of the square of the 
r~tdius-thickness ratio. 

In the latter equation, pi is the secondary load im
posed on the cylinder expressed as a distributed pressure 
over the surface of the cylinder, directed radially out
ward. If the load is a concentrated load, then it has to 
be expanded into a product of Fourier series and Fourier 
intergral as done by S. W. Yuan (3) in his treatment of 
concentrated load on a cold cylindrical shell. Other 
types of loads can be similarly expanded. Then Equa
tion [28] is a system of three equations for three un
knowns u ' , Vi, and Wi. The forces and moments are 
related to these displacements by Equation [27]. 

The problem of general secondary loading as expressed 
by Equations [27] and [28] is very similar to the 
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problem of general loading on a cold cylindrical shell, 
and can thus be treated by the known methods de
veloped for this conventional problem. In fact, the only 
difference between the hot cylinder and the cold cylinder 
is the appearance of the term mT in Equation [28]. 
However, even this difference is trivial: The reason is 
the very large magnitude of (3 as shown by Equations 
[6], [7], and [22]. In fact, if, as is generally the case, 
Nt is of the same order of magnitude as Nxo, then the 
above-cited equations show that the ratio of mrJ (3 and 
ni;° is at most of the order of b/R, where b is the thick
ness of the shell. Since the shell is considered to be 
thin, or b/R « 1, the terms involving mT in Equation 
[28] can be dropped without impairing the accuracy of 
the present theory. When this is done, then in the 
system of equations given by Equations [27] and [28J, 
the effects of thermal stresses and variable Young's 
modulus are not explicit. As far as the nondimensional 
equations are concerned, the problem of hot cylinder is 
identical to the problem of cold cylinder, and the basic 
equations are now essentially the same as that adopted 
by L. H. Donnell for his study of the stability of thin 
cylindrical shells (4). This is the basis of the similarity 
law discussed in the following section. 

SiInilarity Law for General Loading 

If the problem of secondary loading is to be solved 
analytically, the results of the previous section show 
that it can be reduced to an equivalent problem of cold 
cylinder and solved accordingly. However, a more use
ful application of the equivalence concept lies in the 
possibility of experimentally determining the stress and 
the strain on the equivalent cold cylinder and then 
using the similarity law to determine the stress and the 
strain in the hot cylinder. There are mainly two ad
vantages of this semi-experimental approach: (a) 
The experiments on a cold cylinder can be done more 
easily and much more accurately than possible on a hot 
cylinder. The test period can be as long as desired and 
not limited to the short burning time of the rocket. 
(b) The stresses induced by mounting lugs, etc., are very 
difficult to approximate by simple load systems amena
ble to theoretical calculations. For instance, the loads 
from a mounting lug are not really a concentrated force 
and a concentrated moment. To take them as a con
centrated force and a concentrated moment would 
grossly overestimate the actual stress. Such difficulties 
disappear if the loading is done experimentally. 

With such experimental stress determination in mind, 
it will be convenient to have the hot cylinder and the 
equivalent cold cylinder of same general sizes. Thus 
the radius R and the length L will be the same for both 
cylinders. In order that the nondimensional differen
tial equations, Equation [2R], be the same for the hot 
cylinder as for the cold cylinder, the parameters in these 
differential equations must be the same. That is, if a 
quantity of the cold cylinder is denoted by a bar over 
the quantity 
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1 Do Do 
R2 {3 = D. = ~ ................. [29] 

- D2 

o _ NxO _ NxO 
n~ - D - - , 

o Do 

po po 
po = D = = ........ [30] 

o Do 

The condition of Equation [29] can be satisfied by mak
ing the thickness b of the cold cylinder smaller than the 
thickness b of the hot cylinder. This is of course to be 
expected, since Young's modulus of the hot material 
is smaller and hence material is "softer" than the cold 
material. When the thickness b is determined from b 
by using Equation [29], Do can be computed. Then 
Equation [30] gives the internal pressure po and the 
axial load Nxo from the specified po and Nxo for the 
hot cylinder. These steps then fix the geometry of the 
cold cylinder and the primary system of loads. 

For the additional secondary loads, the fact that 
Equations [27] and [28] are linear equations can be 
utilized to introduce an added freedom in specifying the 
loads. Linear relations are not altered by multiplying 
the variable by a constant. Therefore for additional 
loads and additional displacements, the nondimensional 
quantities for the cold cylinder and the nondimen
sional quantities for the hot cylinder need not be 
identical, but differ by a factor t. Thus 

(u ' , v', w') = .(u' , v', w') 

and 

.(n~/, no', n~o'; 
m~/, mo~/, me') . . [31] 

Then 
p' = .p' ... .................. [32] 

But the nondimensional pressure loading p is related to 
the actual pressure loading by Equation [19]. There
fore the secondary pressure loadings pI for the cold 
cylinder and the secondary pressure loading P' for the 
hot cylinder are related through 

P' = (~: .) pl .................. [33] 

The ratio of the pressure load is then Dot/Do. Since 
the radius R and the length L of both cylinders are the 
same, other types of loads such as concentrated force, 
or moment for the cold cylinder and for the hot cylinder 
must also bear the same ratio. Needless to say, the 
loads for the cold cylinder must be applied at corre
sponding points for loads in the hot cylinder. 

The additional forces Nx', Nxo', the additional shear 
Qx', and the additional moments Nx', Mxo' at the ends 
of the cylinder are controlled by Equations [15], [16], 
and [19]. It is easily seen that because of Equation 
[29], the ratio of these quantities for the cold cylinder 
and the hot cylinder is again Dot/Do. 

Therefore, knowing the load system on the hot cylin
der, one can find the corresponding load system for the 
cold cylinder. The factor t for the secondary loads can 
be chosen at convenience of the experimenter. For 
instance, t might be so chosen as to make the ratio 
Dot/Do equal to unity. Then the secondary load sys
tem for the cold cylinder is exactly the same as the hot 
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cylinder. When the proper load for the cold cylinder 
is selected and the corresponding strain on the cold 
cylinder determined by strain gages, the inverse equiva
lence problem is then to find the strain in the hot cylin
der from the test data on cold cylinder. 

Take for instance, the axial strain ex(z). For the 
cold cylinder, according to Equations [1] and [25], 

1 (OU
I 

Z 02W') 
iix(z) = kl - 1 + p nT + ~ - R ~ ..... [34J 

where z is the value of z measured from the median sur
face of the cold cylinder, midway between the boundary 
surfaces. Now let ex be the average of the measured 
axial strains on the outer surface and on the inner sur
face of the cold cylinder, and let /'::,.ex be the difference 
of the measured axial strains on the outer surface and 
on the inner surface of the cold cylinder. Then from 
Equation [34] 

_ 1 OU' 1 OU' 
ex = kl - 1 + p nT + ~ = kl - 1 + p nT + • ~ .. [35] 

and 

_ b 02W' b 02W' 
~e~ =R~ = R'~ 

For the hot cylinder, the axial strain is given by 

OU' Z 02W' 
ex(z) = kl + ~ - Roe ............ [36J 

.. . aU' 02W' . 
By ehmmatmg - and --;-- from EquatIOns [35] and 

o~ ue 
[36], one has 

ex(z) = (1 - ~) kl + (1 ! p). nT + ~ (ex - i ~ex) .. [37] 

The value of z is measured radially inward from the 
median surface of the hot cylinder and thus is larger in 
magnitude for the inside surface than for the outside 
surface. 

Similarly, 

( 1) 1 1 (_ z _) eoCz) = 1 - ~ k2 + (1 + p ). nT + -;; eo - b ~eo .. [38] 

and 

where eo is the average of the measured circumferential 
strain on the outer surface and the inner surface of the 
cold cylinder, /'::,.eo is the difference of these strains; 
-y xO and /'::,.-y xO are the corresponding quantities for the 
shearing strain. In Equations [37] and [38], kJ and 
k2, and nT are the primary strains computed from Equa
tions [25] and [8]. Therefore these equations allow the 
calculation of the strains in the hot cylinder from test 
results from cold cylinder, and thus complete the de
sired similarity law. 

For a stress analyst, the next step is perhaps the cal
culation of the principle strains at each value of z in the 
shell, and examine whether the larger of these principal 
strains exceeds the design limit of the material at the 
temperature prevailing at that point. 
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Example of Dimensioning the Equivalent Cold 
Cylinder 

As an example of the procedure outline in the previous 
section, the data given by Noland (1) will be used to 
find the equivalent cold cylinder. The temperature dis
tribution in the wall is taken from Fig. 2 of that paper 
and is reproduced as Fig. 1 here. The material is ftS

sumed to be 19-9 DL, and the variation of Young's 
modulus with temperature is plotted in Fig. 2, again 
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using Noland's data. First, the position of the median 
surface will be determined, using Equation [10]. This 
is found to be 0.588 b from the inside surface. Next, 
by taking the cold cylinder to be at 100° F, the ratio of 
the thicknesses of the hot cylinder and the equivalent 
cold cylinder is computed by using Equations [6], [7], 
and [29]. It is found that 

b = 0.93Gb 

Thus the equivalent cold cylinder of the same material 
is 93.6 per cent as thick as the hot cylinder. 

The ratio of the loads on the cold cylinder and the hot 
cylinder is controlled by Do/Do. This is computed as 

Do/Do = 1.29 

By taking ex = 1O-5/
oF, and b = 0.095 in., the values 

of thermal stresses are 

NT = 22400Ib/in., 
MT = 192 lb. 
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nT = 0.958 X 10-2 

mT = -0.124 

If the radius of the cylinder is 2.25 in., and if the internal 
pressure po is 1500 psi, then 

po = 1.44 X 10-3 

If the axial tension Nxo is due to the same internal pres
sure, then 

nl;° = ~ = 0.72 X 10-3 

Now 

~ = 12 (¥y 
Therefore the ratio of mr/ f3 and nl;° is 

mT/ ~nl;° = -0.0224 

This is indeed smaller than the thickness-radius ratio 
b/R = 0.0422. Hence the surmise that mr/f3 is negli
gible against ni/ is now justified by numerical calcula
tion. 

Junction Stress Between Cylinder and Head 

The previous formulation of the similarity law for 
stresses in the hot cylinder and the cold cylinder is 
based upon the assumption that the secondary load 
system is specified. This is not true for the junction 
stresses induced by fitting, say, a hemispherical head 
to the cylinder. Such stresses are determined by the 
equality of deformations of the head and the cylinder 
at the junction. If the semi-spherical shell has the same 
thickness as the cylindrical shell, then the temperature 
distribution in the spherical shell will be the same as in 
the cylindrical shell. An analysis shows that the 
"similar" cold test specimen can be made also of uni
form thickness h, determined by Equation [29]. How
ever, the similarity of both the primary loading and 
secondary loading now requires an additional restric
tion: ~ must now be unity. When these conditions are 
fulfilled, the similarity of junction stresses in the hot 
cylinder and the cold cylinder will be assured, and the 
relations previously developed for computing the 
stresses in the hot cylinder from test data on the cold 
cylinder remain valid. 

Ring Stiffener Around Cylinder 

To strengthen the thin cylindrical shell against con
eentrated loads from the mounting lugs, a ring stiffener 
ic.; often atta(;hed to the outside surface. It remains cold. 
Young'" modulus of the ring material thus is that 
of told tTI'Lterial. To determine the dimensions of a 
"sim.ilar" ring for the cold cylinder, the conditions to 
be satisfied are those of Equations [31]. In other words, 
for a ratio ~ of deformation of the ring on the cold cylin
der to that on the hot cylinder, the force required must 
bear the ratio ~Do/Do. This means that the ratio of 
the stiffness of the ring for the cold cylinder to that on 
the hot eylinder is Do/Do. If the ring is rectangUlar in 
section, the eorreet ratio of the width of the two rings 
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for complete similarity is then Dol Do. The ring on the 
cold cylinder is thus wider than on the hot cylinder. 
When this condition on the ring dimension is satisfied, 
the simple similarity relations for the stresses in the 
shell are again correct. 
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